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Governance./Human Resources Committee Meeting Minutes August 19, 2021
The Committee meeting started via Zoom at 12:30 PM.
Present: Tom Malone, Barbara Halevi, John Dagianis and School Director Amy Bottomley
Absent: Cathy McNamara

Public Appearances: None.

1. Review MACS Mask Guidance and Matrix updated proposal: Based on the call

with Dr. Chan from NH DHHS, Amy developed a Mask Guidance and Matrix proposal

for review.  She also shared a powerpoint from the Dr. Chan where he gave guidance to

school leaders.

Her takeaways regarding how to decide on masks or not were the following:

1. local choice

2. community transmission rates

3. vaccination rates (80% higher is what they want a facility/ cohort/ or community to

essentially have)

4. individual facility impact- is there outbreaks in your particular school

5. Ability to implement mitigation strategies

Since we have a younger population that is unable to be vaccinated, that also impacts

what we do

The committee was also provided with public versions of three other districts’ policies

that were approved or under consideration for our reference and comparison.



Committee members discussed the submitted MACS draft  proposal at length focusing

primarily upon the  mask requirement and “local” community transition. Concerns were

expressed if allowing “mask choice” indicated in the proposal while focusing primarily

upon the MACS community transition rates, instead of Nashua transition rates was

sufficiently stringent enough.  Amy noted that if paired with taking the mitigation steps,

some of which are unique to MACS, and adding a new weekly voluntary testing

program, might be sufficient. If a virus breakout occurs in a class or the school the mask

requirement can be put in place.  Some wording changes were made to further clarify

the mask matrix in  the draft proposal.  Given the limited time, the committee was

challenged to reach a firm consensus and thought the proposal as amended should be

forwarded to the Board for further  discussion.

Motion: To recommend the MACS Mask Guidance and Matrix updated proposal as

amended for purposes of  further discussion by the Board. (Draft Proposal will be forwarded in

separate attachment). Made by: Barbara Halevi. Seconded by: John Dagianis  Roll Call vote

taken: Barbara Halevi---YES  Tom Malone--YES, John Dagianis--Yes.  Motion passed

unanimously,

Motion: To adjourn the meeting (at 1:40 PM). Made by: Tom Malone, Second:  Barbara

Halevi, Roll Call vote taken: Barbara Halevi---YES Tom Malone--YES, John Dagianis--Yes.

Motion passed unanimously.

Next Meeting: If we are still having a regular Board meeting on August 30, the

committee agreed we would meet again next Thursday, August 26 at 12:30 PM to

address a Public complaints policy draft  and work on our section of the MACS Strategic

Plan. If August 30 meeting is cancelled, the committee will meet at our regular monthly

time Thursday, September 2 at 12:30 PM.


